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Although several multiferroic materials or heterostructures have been extensively studied, finding strong
magnetoelectric couplings for the electric field control of the magnetization remains challenging. Here, a
novel interfacial magnetoelectric coupling based on three components (ferroelectric dipole, magnetic
moment, and antiferromagnetic order) is analytically formulated. As an extension of carrier-mediated
magnetoelectricity, the new coupling is shown to induce an electric-magnetic hysteresis loop. Realizations
employing BiFeO3 bilayers grown along the [111] axis are proposed. Without involving magnetic phase
transitions, the magnetization orientation can be switched by the carrier modulation driven by the field
effect, as confirmed using first-principles calculations.
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Magnetoelectric (ME) effects and multiferroic materials
are very important both for basic science and for practical
applications [1–3]. However, to realize multiferroics into
concrete devices, there are several crucial physical issues
still to be addressed. Not only must the ferroelectric
properties, e.g., the ferroic phase transition temperatures
(TC’s), magnetization (M), and polarization (P), be
increased [1,4], but also the coupling strength between
spin moments and charge dipoles should be intrinsically
stronger. Although a few exceptional multiferroic materi-
als, such as BiFeO3 and its heterostructures, show prom-
ising properties [5–8], several improvements are still
required to achieve direct and effective ME functions at
room temperature, especially to obtain an electric-magnetic
(E-M) hysteresis loop.
Phenomenologically, any magnetoelectric energy term

can be expressed as a function of the ferroic moments P and
M, satisfying the energy symmetry requirement that they
transform as a scalar [3]. For example, the most canonical
one, P2M2, represents pure strain-mediated magnetoelec-
tricity that often occurs in composites consisting of simple
piezoelectric and magnetostric components. One of the
most important recent achievements in multiferroics is the
discovery of several other ME mechanisms beyond this
simple P2M2. For example, a complex interaction term P ·
½Mð∇ ·MÞ − ðM ·∇ÞM� was proposed [9], which is asso-
ciated with the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (or spin
current) mediated ME coupling in spiral magnets [10,11].
In heterostructures, there are many other possibilities.

For example, the field-effect ME coupling can be carrier
mediated in heterostructures involving ferroelectrics (or
dielectrics) and ferromagnets [8,12–15], and it can be
expressed as ð∇ · PÞM2 [or ð∇ · PÞjMj]. Microscopically,
the magnetic response to electric fields is achieved by

accumulating or depleting carriers (electrons or holes) near
the interface via the field effect [8,14]. In this case, the sign
of M cannot be switched, but its amplitude (jMj) can be
tuned because it is proportional to the carrier density. For
correlated electronic systems, magnetic phase transitions can
be obtained upon carrier modulation, which may amplify
this carrier-mediated ME response [16–24]. Despite the
considerable modulation of jMj, the sign of M is still not
switchable upon electric switching. Furthermore, magnetic
phase transitions are not easy to control in real experiments,
because the system must be fine-tuned to be located near
phase boundaries. Realizing sensitive ME responses based
on phase transitions of robust magnetic states remains a
challenge.
New ME coupling: ð∇ · PÞðM ·LÞ.—In this Letter, a

new mechanism for ME coupling will be proposed based
on the carrier-mediated field effect. This novel coupling
does not depend on magnetic phase transitions, and it can
lead to a 180° switching of M. The key observation is to
replaceM2 in the aforementioned formula byM ·L, where
L is the AFM order parameter. In the presence of robust
AFM order (i.e., robust L), the direction of M can be
switched accompanying the switching of P.
How do we realize this new ME coupling in real

materials? In general, the field effect, in the form of
∇ · P, is layer dependent. Thus, antiferromagnetism real-
ized in layered form, such as in the A-type AFM order, is
preferred to better couple with the field effect [18,24].
However, this type of AFM order is rare in real materials.
Although some manganites (e.g., LaMnO3 and
Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3) do display A-type AFM order [25,26],
the state is fragile and is not realized in thin films [27–29].
By contrast, the most common AFM state in pseudo-

cubic perovskites is the G-type rocksalt-type order [shown
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in Fig. 1(a)]. However, this G-type AFM order is actually
layered along the pseudocubic [111] direction, as sketched
in Fig. 1(b). From this observation, we propose the
ðBiFeO3Þm=ðSrTiO3Þn heterostructures grown along the
[111] axis [30] to realize the new ð∇ · PÞðM ·LÞ ME
coupling proposed here. There are several physical con-
siderations to discuss.
First, BiFeO3 is the most studied room-temperature

multiferroic perovskite with prominent ferroelectricity (a
large P up to ∼90–100 μC=cm2 along the pseudocubic
½111� axes below a high TC ∼ 1103 K) [31,32], which is an
advantage for realizations in field effects. The robust G-type
AFM state of BiFeO3 (TN ∼ 643 K) [31] makes L stable
during the magnetoelectric switching.
Second, SrTiO3 is the most used substrate, with various

terminations and orientations available [29,33]. There is
plenty of experience to fabricate BiFeO3-SrTiO3 hetero-
structures layer by layer along both the [001] and [111]
orientations [5–7,31,34,35]. Moreover, the different valen-
ces between Sr2þ and Bi3þ can effectively modulate the
interfacial carrier density, as in LaAlO3-SrTiO3 hetero-
structures [36]. Moreover, the electron transfer between
BiFeO3 and SrTiO3 should be negligible due to the stability
of the Fe3þ and Ti4þ ions, in contrast to the YFeO3=YTiO3

(or LaFeO3=LaTiO3) heterostructures where charge trans-
fer occurs between Fe3þ and Ti3þ [37,38]. In this sense, the
BiFeO3 layers are nearly perfectly isolated by SrTiO3, as
required.
Last but not least, because SrTiO3 has a high dielectric

constant [39], an applied voltage to the BiFeO3-SrTiO3

superlattice will mainly affect the BiFeO3 layers, making
the electric switching of its P possible. In fact, a recent

experiment has observed switchable ferroelectricity of
BiFeO3 bilayers sandwiched by SrTiO3 layers [34].
Results and discussion.—Standard density functional

theory (DFT) calculations were performed to verify the
design proposed above [40]. First, a superlattice con-
structed from a BiFeO3 bilayer and SrTiO3 four-layer is
studied, stacked along the pseudocubic [111] axis, as
shown in Fig. 1(c). Here three layers of Bi3þ, i.e., the
double n-type interfaces, are adopted to dope one more
electron to the Fe bilayer. The eight [111] directions of P
can be classified into two groups: (i) two P’s pointing
perpendicular to the interface (up and down, or α ¼ �90°);
(ii) six P’s with an inclination relative to the interface
(α ¼ �19.47°), as summarized in Fig. 1(d). In the follow-
ing, the α ¼ �90° cases are the focus as the two end states
of a FE-switching process.
As summarized in Table I, upon the FE switching, the

local magnetic moments of the Fe ions show significant
modulations, as a result of the carrier modulation of the
field effect. Then, the netM of the bilayer is switched from
−1μB toþ1μB, accompanying the Pup (α ¼ þ90°) to Pdown
(α ¼ −90°) switching [57].
In this heterostructure with a Bi trilayer and a Fe bilayer,

one more electron is introduced into the system confined
to the quantum well made by the Fe bilayer. Because of
the field effect, the occupancy weight of the two Fe layers
will be different. Moreover, the intrinsic tendency toward
charge ordering will lead to the ideal Fe2þ-Fe3þ configu-
ration, which gives rise to a �1μB net moment. Then, the
FE switch will drive the switch between two magnetic-
charge ordered configurations: Fe3þðspin upÞ-Fe2þ (spin
down) and Fe2þðspin upÞ-Fe3þ (spin down) [40]. This ideal
limit indeed is confirmed by our DFT calculations, as
revealed in the atomic-projected density of states (pDOS).
As shown in Fig. 2, for Fe1 the spin-down channel is
occupied by one electron in the Pup condition, i.e., Fe2þ,
while the 3d spin-down channel of Fe2 is empty, i.e., Fe3þ.
This ideal Fe2þ-Fe3þ charge ordering also leads to insulat-
ing properties, compatible with the ferroelectricity of the
BiFeO3 bilayer.
This FE-switched charge ordering can be visualized by

plotting the distribution of electrons (Fig. 3). First, the
origin of ferroelectricity in the BiFeO3 bilayer can be
clearly seen as the bias of lone pair electrons of Bi3þ ions.

FIG. 1. (a),(b) Sketches of G-type AFM order (as in BiFeO3)
viewed from different orientations. The spins are distinguished by
colors. (c) Sketch of a superlattice stacking along the pseudocubic
[111] direction. The two Fe’s are labeled as 1 and 2. (d) The
possible orientations of P, with α being the angle between P and
the (111) plane.

TABLE I. DFT results. Pup and Pdown denote the α ¼ þ90° and
−90° conditions, respectively. m1 and m2 are the local magnetic
moments for the Fe1 and Fe2 cations, respectively, integrated
within the Wigner-Seitz spheres. M is the net bilayer magneti-
zation. All moments in units of μB.

FE m1 m2 M

Pup 3.607 −4.170 −1
Pdown 4.170 −3.608 1
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Second, the electron disproportion between Fe1 and Fe2 is
very clear. The electron cloud surrounding the expected
Fe3þ ion is almost spherical, while for the Fe2þ ion it is dxz
shaped (or dyz shaped depending on the coordination
choice) and larger in size.
Besides the two end states, the intermediate states

(α ¼ �19.47°) are also calculated, giving identical results
to the corresponding α ¼ �90° limits (see Supplemental
Material [40]). In other words, the sign of the c component
of P uniquely determinesM, while the in-plane component
does not affect this conclusion. This is reasonable consid-
ering the large spontaneous P of BiFeO3, whose c
component (∼30 μC=cm2) is already large enough for
the field effect, even in the α ¼ �19.47° cases. The process
leading to the complete electric-field switch of M is
summarized in Fig. 4, including an E-M hysteresis loop,
a desired function of magnetoelectricity.
Next, it is important to estimate the working temperature

of this ME function. The approximate FE transition
temperature TC can be obtained by comparing the energy
difference between the paraelectric and FE phases. As
summarized in Table II, the energy barrier is lowered by
29% in bilayers compared with the bulk value. However,
considering the very high FE TC (∼1103 K) of bulk
BiFeO3, the expected FE TC of the BiFeO3 bilayer should
remain above room temperature, a favorable property.
To estimate the magnetic transition temperature TN , the

exchange coefficient (J) is estimated by mapping the
system to a classical spin model. In both bulk and bilayer
systems, the nearest-neighbor J’s are AFM, leading to a
G-type AFM state (Table II). However, the magnitude of J
is reduced in bilayers, implying that the AFM coupling

between Fe2þ and Fe3þ is weaker than that between Fe3þ
and Fe3þ. Considering the coordination number, the
reduced dimensionality of bilayers will also suppress TN .
Another difference between the bulk and bilayer is the

magnetic anisotropy. For bulk BiFeO3, with a spontaneous
P pointing along the hexagonal z axis, the magnetic easy
plane is the x–y plane. In our DFT calculation with spin-
orbit coupling (SOC), the magnetocrystalline energy is
about 0.084 meV=Fe, in agreement with previous DFT
results [58]. In fact, such a weak magnetic anisotropy is due
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FIG. 2. Electronic structure (total DOS and pDOS) of the
BiFeO3=SrTiO3 heterostructures along the [111] direction. Here,
a Bi trilayer and a Fe bilayer are considered. (a)–(d) Pup. (e)–(h)
Pdown. The Fermi energy is positioned at zero.

FIG. 3. Spatial distribution of the electronic density for the
cases (a) Pup and (b) Pdown. The orientations of M and P are also
indicated.

FIG. 4. (a) Sketch of energy vs the z-axis component of P.
(b) Sketch of the electric field control of magnetism. The sign of
M is turned accompanying the switch of P, forming an E-M
hysteresis loop. The maximum saturated jMj can reach 0.5μB=Fe.
The coercivity is determined by the FE coercivity of the BiFeO3

layers. Even without the α ¼ �90° end states, an E-M hysteresis
loop can also be achieved between the α ¼ �19.47° cases.
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to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, a high-order
SOC effect, since the orbit moment of the high-spin 3d5

configuration is almost quenched. By contrast, in the
BiFeO3=SrTiO3 heterostructures, a magnetocrystalline
easy axis (y axis) is found due to the spin-down dxz
electron of Fe2þ, whose effective SOC is relatively large.
Such a strong magnetocrystalline easy axis, rendering
spins to be Ising-like, will be advantageous to increase
TN . Using the coefficients (exchange andmagnetocrystalline
anisotropy; see Table II) extracted from DFT calculations, a
crude Monte Carlo (MC) simulation has been performed to
estimate the phase transition temperatures [40]. For the two
end states (α ¼ �90°), the simulated TN of bilayers is about
∼139 K. However, this TN can be significantly improved by
using thicker Fe layers, as shown below.
The calculations above have been done for ideal three Bi

plus two Fe layers. In real superlattices, interfacial rough-
ness may be present to some extent. It is necessary to check
the stability of the above-described ME function beyond
the ideal conditions. To pursue this goal, the layer numbers
of both Fe and Bi are changed to verify the ME function.
Of course, the layer number of Fe must be even, or the net
M cannot be flipped by the field effect. Then, besides the
smooth interfaces, several hybrid cases with rough Bi
layers have also been tested by using an (in-plane) doubling
cell. As summarized in Table III, it is clear that the only
condition for the ME function is the nonstoichiometry
between Bi and Fe, i.e., to have extra carriers no matter
whether electrons or holes. In real experiments, even for
those configurations with equivalent numbers of Bi and Fe
layers (e.g., 2þ 2), the proposed ME function remains
valid once there is additional nonstoichiometry caused,
e.g., by oxygen or Bi vacancies.
The ME function can also exist in thicker Fe layers, e.g.,

four Fe plus five Bi. Of course, the average jMj per Fe will
decrease with the thickness of Fe, since the inner Fe layers
will not contribute to M as much as the two interfacial

layers. Even with this caveat, the thicker Fe cases can give
rise to a moderate jMj and more stable AFM order
(unflipped during the ME switching) as well as enhanced
TN , e.g., ∼371 K for four Fe plus five Bi from the MC
simulation [40], a favorable property.
Let us reinterpret our DFT results in the context of the

Landau theory. As stated before, the field effect can be
represented by a nonzero ∇ · P. Here, this field effect
breaks the symmetry of the two end Fe layers. The bilayer
AFM order parameter (L) can be expressed as M1 −M2,
where the subscript is the layer index. This order parameter
L is unchanged during the FE-magnetic switch, which is
determined only by the initial condition. Considering the
energy term ð∇ · PÞðM ·LÞ, the net magnetic moment M
can be switched accompanying the flipping of P, as
proposed in the beginning. The only condition is that
jMj be nonzero, corresponding to a net ferrimagnetic
moment (M1 þM2) from the extra carriers (electrons or
holes). Then, the phenomenological energy for the novel
ME coupling can be described by

F ∼ ð∇ · PÞðM ·LÞ ¼ ð∇ · PÞ½M2
1 −M2

2�:

Thus, our proposed ME function can be considered as a
backcoupling of two carrier-mediated ME interfaces.
Finally, note that some recent advances in ME hetero-

structures reported the 180° rotation of M by electric fields
in metal-ferroelectric heterostructures [59,60]. However,
the physical mechanism relates with a process-dependent
dynamics of magnetic moments (a sequence of two 90° M
rotations [61]). The primary driving force in these devices is
the piezostrain-modulated magnetocrystalline anisotropy,
and usually an assisting small magnetic field is needed
[62]. An alternative route is to tune the long-range interaction
(via the field effect) between two ferromagnetic layers
separated by a nonmagnetic metal [63]. Although pursuing
a similar function, our design is conceptually different from
these previous efforts.
Summary.—To pursue the electric field control of

magnetism, a new magnetoelectric coupling based on the
field effect is here proposed, formally expressed as
ð∇ · PÞðM ·LÞ. This new magnetoelectric coupling can
realize the intrinsic 180° flipping of magnetization accom-
panying the ferroelectric switching, while previously con-
sidered magnetoelectric couplings based on the field effect
can only modulate the magnetization amplitude. The new
proposal is here predicted to be realized in practice using a
few layers of BiFeO3 (111) sandwiched in SrTiO3.
Benefiting from the robust G-type AFM state of BiFeO3

and its prominent ferroelectricity, the net magnetization of
BiFeO3, of the order of 0.5μB=Fe, can be unambiguously
switched by 180° when flipping the ferroelectric polariza-
tion, leading to the expected E-M hysteresis loop.
Although only BiFeO3 is studied here, our design principle
based on ð∇ · PÞðM ·LÞ can be extended to other

TABLE II. Summary of the calculated FE barrier ΔE, exchange
coefficient J (with normalized spins jSj ¼ 1), and magneto-
crystalline energy (EK), all in units of meV/Fe. Three
perpendicular spin axes [(x, y, z), z perpendicular to the bilayer]
are adopted to calculate EK , and the energy for spins along the z
axis [EKðzÞ] is taken as a reference.

ΔE J EKðxÞ EKðyÞ
Bulk 581 39.72 −0.084 −0.084
α ¼ �90° 414 26.83 0.165 −0.250

TABLE III. Validity of the proposed ME function in various
conditions. All nonzero M (μB=Fe units) can be switched.

Bi layer 1 2 3 1þ 2 2þ 3 1þ 3 5
Fe layer 2 2 2 2þ 2 2þ 2 2þ 2 4
jMj 0.5 0 0.5 0.25 0.25 0 0.24
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magnetoelectric systems with polarization and antiferro-
magnetism and may lead to practical magnetoelectric
devices.
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